Fire call
Apr 25, 2019 - 07:40:00 19-04-25-001148
Common Name/Address: C/R 15, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: OPD assisted the Orland Volunteer Fire Department with a structure fire. OPD assisted until no longer needed.
Disposition: Closed

Improper Parking
Apr 25, 2019 - 08:13:00 19-04-25-001149
Common Name/Address: 411 FIRST STREET, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: OPD was dispatched to the report of 2008 maroon Chevy HHR blocking a driveway. OPD arrived on scene and issued the registered owner a parking citation for parking unlawfully.
Disposition: Closed

Suspicious Vehicle
Apr 25, 2019 - 11:22:00 19-04-25-001150
Common Name/Address: 615 FIFTH ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: OPD responded to the report of an abandoned vehicle in a private parking lot. OPD located the vehicle and tagged it for private property abatement.
Disposition: Closed

Counterfeit bills, notes or checks
Apr 25, 2019 - 14:04:00 19-04-25-001151 190267
Common Name/Address: AUTOZONE #4094 / 711 SIXTH ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: OPD responded to the report of subjects attempting to pass a counterfeit $100 dollar bill. OPD contacted the employee who reported a HMA and WFA entered the store, selected items, and attempted to pay with them with a fake bill. The subject fled the scene prior to OPD arrival in a Subaru BRZ.
Disposition: Case is under investigation

Found Property / Non-Criminal
Apr 25, 2019 - 14:49:00 19-04-25-001153
Common Name/Address: OREILLY AUTO SERVICES / 202 E WALKER ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: OPD located a Debit card. The debit card was badly damaged from being run over and was shredded. NFA by OPD.
Disposition: Closed

Traffic Collision/No injuries
Apr 25, 2019 - 16:21:00 19-04-25-001154
Common Name/Address: 100 Blk SOUTH ST, ORLAND, CA 95963
Public Information: OPD responded to a non-injury traffic collision. OPD provided an information exchange. NFA by OPD.
Disposition: Closed

Traffic Collision/No injuries
Apr 25, 2019 - 18:19:00 19-04-25-001152
Common Name/Address: WALKER, ORLAND, 95963
Public Information: OPD responded to a non-injury traffic collision. Both parties exchanged information prior to OPD arrival. OPD was not needed.
Disposition: Closed

Suspicious Circumstances
Apr 26, 2019 - 00:29:00 19-04-26-001155
Common Name/Address: ORLAND RECREATION / Hambright Avenue, ORLAND, 95963
Public Information: OPD found an open door at the Orland Rec Center. City employees were contacted with no one responding to secure the door.
Disposition: Closed
SUSPICIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES

Common Name/Address: BLACK BUTTE MOBILE HOME PARK / 4484 Commerce Lane, ORLAND, 95963

Public Information: OPD responded to a report of a suspicious person possibly going through a shed. The RP stated she heard someone outside her residence. OPD checked the area and were UTL anyone or anything suspicious.

Disposition: Closed